The Encore Burst 200 is an IPX4 rated, high intensity dual lens audience blinder/strobe. It's powered by two 110W warm white (2700K) CREE COB LEDs. The fixture is constructed with a rugged metal housing and an aluminum extrusion rails system to connect multiple fixtures to create a larger cluster of fixtures in a vertical or horizontal array. The fixture features a Tungsten Mode effect that replicates a halogen-like dimming profile.

The Encore Burst 200 has selectable dimming curves, strobe effect, manual tilt adjustment of lenses, 4-button LED menu system, True 1 powerCON and a 50-degree beam angle.

**Light Source:**
- 2x 110W Warm White CREE C.O.B. (Chip On Board) LEDs
- 2,700K Color Temperature (1,200K Tungsten Mode)
- 50-degree Beam Angle
- 12249 LUX @ 1M; 490 LUX @ 5M
- 50,000 Hour Average LED Life

**Features:**
- Modular design to connect multiple fixtures together in a vertical or horizontal tray from a built-in rail system on the fixtures
- DMX Modes: 6
- Dimming Curve Modes: 6
- Dimming: 0 - 100% each module
- Pixel Control
- Strobe Effect
- Adjustable LED Refresh Rate (900-25,000Hz)
- Adjustable Gamma Brightness [2.0-2.8]
- With Wired Digital Communication Network

**Control:**
- Control Channels: 1, 2, 4, 6 channels
- DMX Modes: 4
- 5 Dimming Curves
- Dimming: 0 - 100% of each module
- Strobe effect
- Flicker free (1.2 Hz)
- Dim to warm effect with Amber LED

**Connections:**
- Data Input: 5-pin DMX In/Out
- Power Input: powerCON True 1 In/Out (with protective rubber caps)
- Safety Cable Loop

**Electrical:**
- 100-240V 50Hz/60Hz (Auto Sensing)
- Power Linking: 4 Fixtures @120V | 8 Fixtures @240V
- Max Power Consumption: 235W
ENCORE BURST 200

Specifications subject to change without notice

IPX4 Rated:
- X (Protection against Dust) Fixture is not tested for dust ingress. 4 (Protection against Water) Fixture offers protection from a splash of water in any direction

Dimensions/Weight:
- Length: 15.7” (400mm)
- Width: 7.9” (200.5mm)
- Height: 8.5” (215.5mm)
- Weight: 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
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MODULAR DESIGN TO CONNECT MULTIPLE FIXTURES
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